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What does recensio.net offer to you …

… as a cooperating journal?
How can you publish your reviews on recensio.net? 
Discuss with us how we can integrate your journal’s 
individual publication mode, target group and 
 regular readership into the concept of recensio.net, 
while ensuring the independence of your editori-
al work. Together, we can develop a concept for a  
continuous cooperation, including long-term archi-
val storage of texts provided by the Bavarian State 
Library.

… as an author?
Present your own articles and monographs by 
outlining their main theses, methodological back-
ground and/or your views on existing research in  
a brief and comprehensive text, so that other 
 scholars may discuss your work.

… as a reader?
Is there a history book or article which you have 
recently read and would like to comment on, but 
which is not included in our reviews and presen-
tations? Even then you can leave a comment on 
the respective publication. Other experts and the 
 author of the publication can respond by leaving 
their own comments. 

… as a user
Search the review sections of numerous well- 
established journals in full text. Comment on 
 reviews and presentations, and become involved 
in the discussion of current research topics and 
approachesinthefieldofEuropeanHistory.
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recensio.net is committed to the principles of Open 
Access. The use of the platform is free of charge. 

Ensuring the academic quality of all content on the 
platform is our top priority. Both presentations and 
comments are monitored by our editorial team before 
they are published.

The navigation languages are English, German and 
French, whereas texts may be written in any European 
language.

What does recensio.net offer?

  A highly increased visibility of reviews through 
a comprehensive platform search and by linking 
 every single review to the respective book entry in 
the library catalogue

 An improved searchability and findability of re-
views by individually tagging them with meta data 
categorizing each item with regard to topic, time 
and region

  Long-time archival storage of all reviews and pre-
sentations

  A combination of traditional reviewing and testing 
an innovative, communicative reviewing procedure 
for humanities publications

   Quality control regarding all content (reviews, pre-
sentations, comments) carried out by the platform’s 
editorial team

recensio.net is a Europe-wide, multilingual plat-
form for reviews of studies focusing on Euro-
pean history.

recensio.net collects “traditional” 
 reviews
Journals can publish their review sections on 
 recensio.net either exclusively online or in 
 addition to the print version (“hybrid” proce-
dure). recensio.net does not claim exclusive 
publi cation of the content. The review sections 
of cooperating journals remain separate and can 
be accessed individually.

recensio.net en route to “Web 2.0”
Authors can present the main theses of their 
recent ly published studies (monographs or 
 articles in edited volumes and journals) to 
 researchers from all over Europe by creating 
presentations on recensio.net. Comments left 
by other experts then build “live reviews” of the 
works presented. 
Readers can comment on books and articles  
they have read, regardless of whether there 
 already is a review or a presen tation of the text 
on recensio.net.
Academic online tools can also be presented and 
reviewed, thus taking into account the conti-
nuous development of resources.


